CAUDILL SEED CO., INC.
1402 W. Main St., Louisville, KY 40203
Phone 502-583-4402 Fax 502-585-4374
CONFIRMATION
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ALL 3 PAGES OF CONTRACT MUST BE SIGNED AND FAXED BACK BEFORE
PRODUCT CAN BE PICKED UP!
TO:

DATE:

CONTRACT:

FAX:

We confirm purchase from you today of the following commodity:
Commodity:
Quantity:
Price:
Grade:

% Pure / % Germ or better. No noxious weeds.

FOB:

Packaging: 50 lb. bags. SEED MUST BE IN UNPRINTED PLAIN BAGS WITH A LOT NUMBER.
Shipment: Prompt
Terms: 30 days
Remarks: Traded between Pat and . Thank you.
This contract is for a sprouting commodity and will be sold to sprouting customers who sprout this commodity for human consumption. This product has been grown following good agricultural
GMP’s and must be pathogen free, including salmonella, ecoli 0157 and listeria monocytogenes.
1.
Caudill Seed Co., Louisville, KY warrants, to the extent of the purchase price, that seeds sold are as described on the container, within recognized tolerances. We give no other or further
warranty, express or implied.
2.
Fulfillment of this contract is contingent upon fires, strikes, accidents, riots, delays of carriers, actions of the government authorities and/or other causes beyond seller’s control.
3.
In the event of short crop, we reserve the right to fill this order “pro rata” and in case of complete failure of crop, we shall not be held liable.
4.
American Seed Trade Association’s Trade Rules for Farm and Grass Seed shall govern this contract.
5.
Please sign and return copy of confirmation to us. Failure to do so is considered acceptance of same.
6.
Arbitration, if any, through ASTA.
7.
Sprouting seeds are to be grown only on well drained fields.
8.
Sprout seed fields can have no domestic animal manure applied or domestic grazing animals in the field for the past 6 months.
9.
Sprout seed fields must not be in close proximity to animal feed lots (at least ½ mile from feed lot) This is to assure that no water run off from feed lots enter the fields.
10.
Irrigation water used on sprouting seed fields should come from good clean sources of water and should not receive run off from animal feed lots (no feed lots within at least one mile
upstream of irrigation field).
11.
Farmers processing sprouting seeds should follow good agricultural practices. Combines should be thoroughly cleaned before harvest and between different fields of sprouting seed
production.
12.
Trucks used to transport seed to mills should be thoroughly cleaned out prior to carrying seed.
13.
Only approved chemicals are used on crop.
14.
The seller guarantees seed sold hereon meet all requirements of State and Federal Laws. Seller, by his shipment of merchandise requested by buyer on this contract, assumes and accepts
liability should the product prove defective and in so accepting this liability agrees to hold the buyer harmless.
15.
All chemicals, herbicides, pesticides, fungicides, insecticides, etc. used during the production of this crop were labeled for use for this specific crop and used according to labeled
instructions.

ACCEPTED:
For ________________________

CAUDILL SEED CO., INC.

By _________________________
_____________________________
Date _______________________
(Please sign and return one copy)
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Sprouting Seed Production Guidelines
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To:
Grower agrees to:
1. Sprouting seeds are to be grown only on well drained fields.
2. Sprout seed fields can have no domestic animal manure applied or domestic
grazing animals in the field for the past 6 months.
3. Sprout seed fields must not be in close proximity to animal feed lots
(at least 1/2 mile from feed lot). This is to assure that no water runoff
from feed lots enter the fields.
4. Irrigation water used on sprouting seed fields should come from good
clean sources of water and should not receive runoff from animal
feed lots (no feed lots within at least one mile upstream of irrigation
field).
5. Farmers processing sprouting seeds should follow good agricultural
practices. Combines should be thoroughly cleaned before harvest and
between different fields of sprouting seed production.
6. Trucks used to transport seed to mills should be thoroughly cleaned and
inspected prior to carrying seed.
7. Only approved chemicals are used on crop.
_______________________________
Grower’s Signature

________________
Date

Inspected by __________________________ ________________
Date
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To:
Processor agrees to:
1. Processors should have implemented GMP’s (Good Manufacturing
Practices) and have an implemented rodent control program at their
facility.
2. Seed processing equipment should be thoroughly cleaned out between
different batches or lots of seed. A regular clean up program should be
followed in the facility.
3. If a seed is to be scarified, the scarifier should be thoroughly cleaned and
sanitized prior to seed scarification.
4. When shipping the seed from the processor, processors should check
container or truck trailer thoroughly to be sure it contains no harmful
products that could infect the seed.

______________________________
Processor’s Signature

___________________
Date

Inspected by _________________________ ________________
Date

